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The Senate’s main antitrust bills—the American Innovation and Choice Online Act and the Open App Markets Act—emulate a stalled House package and the EU’s deeply flawed Digital Markets Act. They err on many fronts, and the main arguments for them are at odds with reality.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

▪ Moderate experts have raised deep concerns with the Senate’s leading antitrust bills. Many sensible antitrust reformers cannot stomach them, either.

▪ First, radical antitrust reformers—self-proclaimed Neo-Brandeisians—claim antitrust laws are outdated. But the fact is antitrust laws are adaptable to new market realities.

▪ Second, Neo-Brandeisians claim antitrust bills should only focus on the largest platforms. But antitrust laws are based on conduct, not per se size distinctions.

▪ Third, Neo-Brandeisians claim antitrust bills are needed to address “unprecedented” industry concentration. In reality, corporate concentration has not increased.

▪ Fourth, Neo-Brandeisians claim antitrust bills prohibit anticompetitive conduct. Unfortunately, antitrust bills also prohibit pro-competitive, pro-consumer conduct.

▪ Fifth, Neo-Brandeisians claim antitrust bills will allow plenty of leeway for companies to raise legitimate justifications for their conduct. But the truth is the bills will stifle innovation by making companies risk-averse.
OVERVIEW

As Congress considers antitrust reforms, lawmakers should adopt neither of the two main antitrust bills currently under discussion in the Senate, which are the American Innovation and Choice Online Act (AICOA) and the Open App Markets Act (OAMA). These bills emulate not only a House legislative package that remains in limbo, but also the European Union’s deeply flawed Digital Markets Act.

It's not surprising that radical antitrust reformers—self-proclaimed Neo-Brandeisians—champion these bills, given their goal of creating a very different type of U.S. economy, one where large companies are atomized or heavily regulated, and innovation is stalled. Yet, more moderate expert voices have raised a range of concerns with even antitrust reformers calling for Congress not to pass these bills.

The reality is that not only do these bills err on many fronts, but the claims made in support of them fail to represent the reality. This brief examines and rebuts the five most important.

CLAIM #1: ANTITRUST LAWS NEED TO BE UPDATED

Reality: Antitrust Laws Are Adaptable to New Market Realities

The claim that the Sherman Act of 1890 needs to be “rejuvenated” underpins all antitrust bills introduced in Congress.

The reality is there is no need to update antitrust laws to adapt to new technologies. As the Supreme Court once opined, U.S. antitrust law is the “comprehensive charter of economic liberty” in America, as antitrust rules represent an economic constitution and therefore provide legal certainty and sufficient adaptability. The Supreme Court made clear that the Sherman Act “as a charter of freedom, has a generality and adaptability comparable to that found to be desirable in constitutional provisions.” The 1890 Sherman Act has, for example, enabled enforcers to prosecute Microsoft and American Express while suing Google and Facebook.

Changes to antitrust legislation, often made in response to pressure from businesses seeking protection from competition, have a poor track record. Case in point: the Robinson-Patman Act of 1936, which was passed in response to the rise of supermarkets and many consumers choosing them over small “mom and pop” grocers. The misguided law has long been unenforceable as it essentially protects certain retailers and harms consumers and innovation. Indeed, the former Antitrust Modernization Commission recommended the repeal of the act. Any antitrust legislation needs to be carefully drafted and should not generate unintended consequences. The current legislative process has not removed the risk that these antitrust bills turn out to be the new Robinson-Patman Act—well-meaning, ineffective, and detrimental—are high. Consequently, these bills may become antitrust’s least glorious hour. The antitrust laws are flexible enough to apply across centuries as courts adequately adjust to new market realities.

CLAIM #2: ANTITRUST BILLS SHOULD ONLY FOCUS ON THE LARGEST PLATFORMS

Reality: Antitrust Laws Are Based on Conduct, Not Per Se Size Distinctions

The antitrust bills only apply to “covered platforms” and not to their rivals, thereby distorting, rather than promoting, “fair” competition. Indeed, the AICOA applies to “covered platforms” defined as “online platforms” which i) are publicly traded companies, ii) have 50,000,000
United-States based monthly active users or 100,000 United States-monthly active business users, iii) have United States net annual sales of greater than $550 billion or an average market capitalization greater than $550 billion on average over the last two years, and iv) are critical trading partners for the sale or provision of any product or service offered on or directly relate to the online platforms. The OAMA applies to companies that own or control an app store whose users in the United States exceed 50,000,000.

These size thresholds violate the legislative history of antitrust laws while distorting competition. Besides enacting merger rules, antitrust laws prohibit anticompetitive conduct without quantitative thresholds. In other words, antitrust laws sanction the abuse, not the mere use or possession, of market power. Herbert Hovenkamp has made clear that antitrust laws “cannot be interpreted as limitations on political power, large size, or some common law or criminal offense … unless those bad acts serve to injure competition.” For instance, the Supreme Court has consistently judged that charging high prices is not an antitrust offense unless accompanied by a misconduct. In monopolization cases, the Supreme Court established that Section 2 of the Sherman Act has two elements: “1) the possession of monopoly power in the relevant market and 2) the willful acquisition or maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident.” In other words, market power enjoyed by entrepreneurial merits is lawful; only misuse of market power can be considered anticompetitive.

The antitrust bills will decrease growth and productivity, as some firms’ pro-competitive conduct will be banned. Additionally, these bills will generate unfair discrimination, as competitors will be treated dissimilarly depending on whether they fall within the bills’ arbitrary quantitative thresholds.

The current antitrust bills fracture this essential foundation of our antitrust laws. They ignore the two fundamental tenets of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, as firms may not have market power but may be “critical trading partners” subject to a wide range of obligations and prohibitions, and firms may engage in pro-competitive, pro-growth conduct, with designated firms prevented from delivering products and services to consumers. The bills turn antitrust on its head by focusing on blind size thresholds rather than on firm conduct to determine anticompetitiveness.

Indeed, the antitrust bills turn pro-competitive acts into prohibited conduct without requiring evidence of the anticompetitive effects of such conduct, and do so while allowing rivals to engage in the very same conduct the bills’ “covered platforms” are no longer be allowed to perform.

Consequently, these bills decrease growth and productivity, as some firms’ pro-competitive conduct is banned. Additionally, these bills generate unfair discrimination, as competitors are treated dissimilarly depending on whether they fall within the bills’ arbitrary quantitative thresholds.

The antitrust bills’ focus on certain companies distorts competition. For instance, Amazon would be subject to a wide range of prohibitions while conducting its business, but rivals such as Walmart and Alibaba would enjoy the bills’ exemptions. Google may no longer offer Google Chrome with a Gmail account while Mozilla Firefox or Opera remain free to bundle services together for improved customer experience. Apple may have to downgrade the compatibility
between its devices to match with the compatibility of third-party devices. And Facebook may end its marketplace service on its social media platform as other websites are able to claim a premium placement on the social media platform. The number of frivolous claims third-party businesses may successfully be able to make using these antitrust bills is countless. These claims may harm consumers and downgrade user experiences, while rivals may thrive under the unequal playing field these antitrust bills generate among competitors.

CLAIM #3: ANTITRUST BILLS ARE NEEDED TO ADDRESS UNPRECEDENTED CONCENTRATION

Reality: Corporate Concentration Has Not Increased

The House’s Majority Staff Report in 2020, after which the antitrust bills were proposed, suggests, “Congress must revive its tradition of robust oversight over antitrust laws and increased market concentration in our economy.”17 Unsubstantiated claims of increased concentration have become the winning formula for Neo-Brandeisians who want to weaponize antitrust laws in order to advance their redistributive goals at the expense of innovation. But facts are stubborn things: Concentration has not increased.

Figure 1: The downward trend in industry concentration shown as the change in market share for the top four firms in each sector (their “C4” ratios) relative to 15 years prior18

Using the most recent census data, the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF) found economic concentration increased by only 1 percentage point between 2002 and 2017—an insignificant increase hardly justifying alteration of antitrust laws.19 On the contrary, the number of concentrated industries in 2017 increased from 2002. (See figure 1.) NERA Economic Consulting analyzed the same data and found an overall slight decline in concentration, unequivocally stating that “NERA’s economists conclude that trends in industrial concentration should not be put forward by policymakers or antitrust enforcers as a basis for
changing U.S. antitrust policy. To the contrary, pursuing deconcentration as an economic policy objective in and of itself is unwarranted and risks causing significant economic harm.”

Interestingly, the share of economic output from highly concentrated industries decreased from 10.6 percent in 2002 to 4.7 percent in 2017, while in low-concentrated industries, the share of output increased from 62.1 percent to 80.8 percent. In other words, the number of unconcentrated industries increased. Out of 851 industries in 2017, less than 5 percent were considered to be highly concentrated.

Moreover, the correlation between industry concentration and price increases was negative, with more-concentrated industries raising prices the least; concentrated industries portray deflationary, not inflationary, characteristics, thereby benefitting consumers. This confirms a well-known historical truth that “increasing output and overcapacity [intensifies] competition and [drives] down prices.” Concentration enables scale economies, which are a powerful tool for price deflation.

Figure 2: High-, medium-, and low-concentration industries’ share of total U.S. business output

Consequently, for the Biden administration to support these bills on the premise that decades of industry consolidation have often led to excessive market concentration is misguided, since evidence demonstrates that such a claim is baseless.

Out of 851 industries in 2017, less than 5 percent were considered to be highly concentrated.

When there is corporate consolidation, it is because new technologies disrupt markets with scale and scope economies. Innovation increases, thereby generating increased growth and productivity. In fact, the Neo-Brandeisian case against concentration echoes Marx’s case against concentration. It is the very consumer benefits and technological superiority concentration brings about that represents the threat to the noncorporate society both Marxists
and Neo-Brandeisians advocate for. In his *Theory of Concentration*, Karl Marx lamented that “the battle of competition is fought by the cheapening of commodities. The cheapness of commodities depends, *ceteris paribus*, on the productiveness of labor, and this again on the scale production. Therefore, the larger capitals beat the smaller.”

The antitrust bills supported by the Neo-Brandeisians mainly target a few large online platforms that offer competitive or zero-priced products and services, and whose available capital enables them to invest in breakthrough technologies, thereby outcompeting smaller and less competitive rivals.

**CLAIM #4: ANTITRUST BILLS PROHIBIT ANTICOMPETITIVE CONDUCT**

**Reality: Antitrust Bills Also Prohibit Pro-Competitive, Pro-Consumer Conduct**

Antitrust laws prohibit anticompetitive conduct. However, the Senate antitrust bills prohibit pro-competitive conduct. This unfortunate objective can only be justified by the populist motto that “big is bad.” Two practices illustrate the considerable unintended consequences of these bills: The prohibition of self-preferencing and the obligation of sideloading, respectively, in the AICOA and the OAMA.

First, the prohibition of self-preferencing would decrease competition by innovative firms, thereby harming consumers and overall welfare. Self-preferencing is a common business practice, not a bizarre anticompetitive conduct. From supermarkets’ private labels to digital companies’ diversification of offerings, self-preferencing is a legitimate corporate practice both beneficial to consumers and to competition. Professor Herbert Hovenkamp wrote unequivocally that “the pending self-preferencing legislation is an affront to both antitrust policy and intelligent regulatory policy. Indeed, it displays all the signs of special interest capture disguised as an antitrust law.”

Should smartphones be sold without applications because pre-installed apps constitute self-preferencing vis-à-vis third-party apps? Should online platforms refrain from selling their private labels’ products because these popular products may become better placed in algorithm-based search results, thereby leading to de facto self-preferencing? Should online platforms stop developing products and services, since such innovations may enjoy prominent placement on the platform, thereby generating a self-preference over third-party products and services? If the answers to these questions are affirmative, as the antitrust bills suggest, then consumer harm, stifled innovation, and depleted growth may ensue with no tangible benefit other than insulating a small set of competitors from competition.

As antitrust laws have aptly been interpreted as a consumer-welfare prescription, it is the consumer welfare—and not competitors’ welfare—that should be the North Star of antitrust enforcement.

Second, the obligation to allow sideloading would decrease innovation, thereby decreasing competition in the “app economy.” Sideloading refers to the ability to download apps into a device by bypassing the proprietary app store of the operating system. In other words, consumers become entitled to download apps without the operating system, thereby ensuring the quality and desirability of these apps. It is nothing but the jettisoning of the property rights of the operating system. Sideloading obligations, however detrimental they can be, derive from the
belief that the operating system has a “monopoly” over its proprietary app store. Such a thoughtless argument amounts to lament that a car manufacturer has a “monopoly” over the manufacturing of its proprietary chassis. It is both an insincere and dangerous argument.

Such an argument takes direct inspiration from European enforcers who want to break into America’s most iconic innovation of the digital economy: smartphones and their app stores.³⁷ For the antitrust bills to clone European rules and mandate sideloading ignores cybersecurity risks.³⁸ Additionally, sideloading undermines competition between Google’s app-store model and Apple’s app-store model.³⁹ Moreover, sideloading would stifle innovation, as companies may yield fewer benefits in investing and improving app stores and strengthening quality controls. Finally, sideloading would harm consumers unable to distinguish high-quality apps from “lemons,” thereby damaging a vibrant app market.⁴⁰

The illustration of the bills’ prohibitions of pro-consumer and pro-innovative conduct (or their mandate to carry out harmful conduct) proves far-reaching. Many bills’ provisions harm consumers in order to protect (less competitive and innovative) rivals.⁴¹ As antitrust laws have aptly been interpreted as a consumer-welfare prescription, it is the consumer welfare—and not competitors’ welfare—that should be the North Star of antitrust enforcement.

Unfortunately, should these bills ever be applied, antitrust enforcement would protect laggard competitors at the expense of competition and innovation (i.e., at the expense of consumers and economic growth).

CLAIM #5: ANTITRUST BILLS ALLOW FOR LEGITIMATE JUSTIFICATIONS

Reality: Antitrust Bills Will Make Companies Risk Averse

Lawmakers supporting the antitrust bills are aware of the considerable unintended consequences of the legislation they advocate. Yet, they attempt to appease fears of decreased competition and innovation by arguing that targeted companies will have sufficient room to raise legitimate justifications for engaging in conduct that is beneficial to society. In reality, the evidentiary thresholds to legitimately justify conduct prohibited by these bills are so high that targeted companies will refrain from engaging in them in the first place.

For example, a targeted company willing to engage in “self-preferencing” will have to justify to federal enforcers that “by a preponderance of the evidence that the conduct was narrowly tailored, nonpretextual, and reasonably necessary to” either comply with the law; protect “safety, user privacy, the security of nonpublic data, or the security of the covered platform” or “maintain or substantially enhance the core functionality of the covered platform.”⁴² In other words, absent these stringent justifications, no business justification is acceptable. Furthermore, the risks that the enforcer may find the self-preferencing practice as “unnecessary” irrespective of the justification invoked are too high for the targeted companies to run the risk of violating the law. The result would be no self-preferencing of any sort, be it for increased price competition with cheaper products, increased complementarity of services, or increased innovation with the introduction of new services.

In other words, targeted companies would be deterred from innovating and competing through the pro-competitive conduct prohibited in the bills. Consequently, embedding such an attitude
would favor regulatory compliance over competitive disruption. Targeted companies would adopt a risk-averse approach to innovation reminiscent of the precautionary principle.

The precautionary logic of the bills is no surprise, as the bills are inspired by the EU’s Digital Markets Act.\(^{43}\) That legislation finds its inspiration from the so-called precautionary principle: Innovation is usually risky and so should be resisted or regulated this principle posits.\(^{44}\) Adopting the Senate bills is to import a precautionary attitude at odds with the innovative spirit that has propelled America’s technological leadership. The justifications present in the antitrust bills would be useless, leading to per se rules of illegality in line with the precautionary principle.

**CONCLUSION: THE CASE AGAINST THE SENATE’S MAIN ANTITRUST BILLS**

The two antitrust bills discussed herein are part of a wider set of bills aimed at curbing the ability of a few online platforms to compete, innovate, and deliver products and services efficiently. The proposed legislation supported by Neo-Brandeisians weaponizes antitrust to lash out a few tech companies—namely, Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, Google, and Meta.\(^{45}\) While Microsoft has avoided excessive popular outcry, the company is nevertheless accused of unreasonable growth through mergers, as the acquisition of Activision illustrates.\(^{46}\) Apple is targeted for the allegedly anticompetitive effects of its privacy-friendly policies, thereby creating insurmountable intricacies between privacy and competition objectives from a consumer perspective.\(^{47}\) Amazon’s highly competitive prices and efficient delivery have steered third-party vendors’ ire, as they are disrupted inasmuch as other incumbents are disrupted by Amazon’s acquisition policy which fosters competition and innovation.\(^{48}\) Google’s large variety of free services is at odds with the lawmakers’ willingness to prohibit self-preferencing and is at odds with the enforcers’ desire to silo Google in a search engine without adjacent services that are popular with consumers.\(^{49}\) Meta is accused of monopolizing the metaverse it pioneered and that represents a business promise, and certainly not a mature market.\(^{50}\)

These antitrust bills import the many prohibitions and obligations included in the EU’s Digital Markets Act and, with it, the European precautionary approach to disruptive innovation and their focus on protecting businesses from competition, rather than promoting consumers’ welfare. Congress should not follow the EU’s precautionary path, as these antitrust bills would decrease consumer welfare and U.S. competitiveness and productivity.

Beyond this populist techlash antitrust advocates have successfully brought to Congress, lawmakers should be careful when urged to amend antitrust laws. These laws are fit for purpose, are adaptable to the digital economy as current enforcement actions demonstrate, and have enabled the American economy to deliver tech champions—a source of envy and admiration around the globe. Should lawmakers adopt these detrimental antitrust bills, Congress would provide competing regions—namely China and Europe—a formidable self-inflicted harm on its superstar firms, with no consequences other than to harm American consumers and competitiveness.
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